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mark the boxes with ✗ as appropriate

Type the text changes in the space below (show deletions as strike-through and additions as bold underlined):

Number of entries in 20m Two-Seat class at Continental Gliding Championships.

Type the reasons in the space below:
Continental Championship: The allowed max. number of entries per NAC is two teams.

Provide supporting data or reference to external documents for the proposed technical amendments in the space below:

20m Two-seat class became quite popular; due to one entry for Continental Championships (with the exception that bidder and IGC can increase to two teams) the number of competitors in recent EGC’s was quite small in spite of the high interest from numerous countries to compete with two teams in this class. In past EGC’s the number of entries in 20 class was limited to 1 entry only and the option of 2 entries per NAC has not been used.
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